 An experimental and numerical case study for injection moulding is presented;  The effect of material properties for mould filling/cooling stages was studied;  True viscosity and no-flow temp. set to T g yielded accurate pressure estimation;  Thermal conductivity had negligible effect on pressure prediction;  Molten state heat capacity and thermal cond. gave best estimate for cooling time. 
Introduction
Injection moulding has been a common processing technique to produce plastic components. The cycle starts with the injection or filling phase, during which the injection screw moves forward carrying molten material to be injected into the mould cavity. When the cavity is nearly filled, the packing phase commences by forcing further molten material into the cavity to compensate for the shrinkage of the part. When the packing is finished and no pressure is further maintained, the cooling phase starts. Although heat loss from the melt may occur from the onset of the cycle, during this phase the remaining (largest amount of) heat from the material is removed until it is sufficiently solid to be ejected from the mould [1] . To explore the injection moulding feasibility of thermoplastic components, a processing window can be determined. In one approach, the injection pressure as a function of melt temperature and injection time may be recorded [2] . This injection pressure, utilised as a reference parameter, can be important for mould and process design purposes. In order to simulate the flow of the melt and determine the processing window, material properties are needed [1] . Among the many, viscosity, heat capacity and thermal conductivity may be the critical ones, which will ultimately influence the reliability of injection pressure and cooling time prediction.
The literature available regarding injection moulding and simulations is rich and it is beyond the interest of this paper to give a thorough insight into most of the work that has been undertaken. The purpose is to present to the reader a few examples regarding filling, packing and warpage analyses which were based on utilising computer simulation packages, such as Autodesk Moldflow (later on Moldflow). In one study [3] , the cavity fill balancing was emphasized as being an important criterion during filling analyses to improve the quality of the moulded parts. If an unbalanced flow pattern existed, that would lead to packing difficulties. Another work [4] pointed out that the appropriate selection of gate position would help to reduce the filling time and balance the moulded parts` temperature distribution. Others [5] studied a numerically obtained flow pattern of polypropylene at different injection velocities and compared the results with experimental data. It was found in some cases that the numerical analysis was not able to capture short-shot and jetting phenomena. Another paper [6] reported that filling difficulties could arise when moulding thin-walled components, as the frozen layer of the part would more rapidly develop with reduced thickness. To control the formation of the frozen layer, the appropriate selection of injection time and melt temperature would be necessary. Regarding packing analysis [7] , it was reported that increased packing pressure would reduce the shrinkage of HDPE cups.
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
Specific to a warpage problem [8] , it was shown that sustaining a longer cooling time and reduced melt temperature helped to improve the warpage of a box-like component. Clearly, the correct interpretation of numerical results that were published in the aforementioned literature would not have been possible without the utilisation of accurate material properties. Regardless of whether additional packing and/or warpage analyses are performed (which require more complex material properties, such as pressure-volume-temperature data, coefficient of thermal expansion, mechanical properties, etc.) the very first task is to fill the mould cavity. However, little information has been found that deals with the effect of the quantity and quality of material data input into injection moulding simulation packages. For instance, it may happen that only apparent viscosity is available for a flow analysis. While other material properties, such as the heat capacity and thermal conductivity are not always readily available within that temperature range at which the plastic material is processed. This may be due to lack of data or having measurement difficulties at elevated temperatures. In this case, the designer may rely on literature or thermal properties available only in the solid state of the thermoplastic material. If inaccurate viscosity data or inappropriate magnitude of thermal properties is used for melt flow simulations, the computed injection pressure and cooling time might be incorrectly estimated which could be misleading for subsequent mould design analyses. In order to improve the efficiency of the design process it is therefore critical to utilise as accurate viscosity data as possible, and suitable values of specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity at various temperature ranges within the computational model. An earlier work [2] pointed out the importance of corrections that can be applied to apparent viscosity. To extend this, in this paper not only the effects of the viscosity, but the NFT and the aforementioned two thermal properties of an amorphous ABS thermoplastic material with respect to a cavity filling analysis are considered. The details of experimental and numerical analysis are presented below.
Aim and methodology
The study was conducted to determine the mould processing window of a 3 mm thick rectangular plate with major dimensions [mm] depicted in Figure 1 . It is important to note that the justification for selecting such a simple design was to eliminate the effect of geometrical complexity, thus concentrating solely on the effect of material properties. The experimental work utilised a Haitian HTF120X moulding machine and a generic grade of ABS thermoplastic. The processing window, i.e. the injection pressure limits were determined through the utilisation of a systematic factorial design consisting of three melt temperatures (220-, 240-, 260 °C) and three injection times (1-, 2-, 3 s). This was accomplished by reducing the hydraulic pressure of the machine until complete cavity filling was just achieved. The cooling time was set to 30 s and the cycle-average mould temperature of the Cu-mould was calculated based on the temperature readings of 12 thermocouples mounted in the mould. The values summarised in Table 1 were also applied in numerical simulations that will be introduced later. These values were applied as a mould temperature boundary condition imposed on the surface of mould. This was to ensure that uniform mould temperature was prescribed, eliminating transient effects.
M
A N U S C R I P T With respect to process improvement, the aim of the paper is twofold. The first is to highlight the importance of shear stress and rate corrections that can be applied to the apparent viscosity. The second is to explore the effects of the solid/molten state values of heat capacity and thermal conductivity regarding flow and thermal computation.
With reference to the viscosity of the ABS grade, it was measured on a Rosand twin-bore (ø 15.5 mm) capillary rheometer with dies of 20 x ø 1 mm and 0.1 x ø 1 mm. The shear rates were set in the range of 50-10000 1/s to account for the shear rates normally experienced during cavity filling. The resulting P pressures measured above the die which correspond to different Q volumetric flow rates can be used to calculate the τ (wall) shear stress and γ (wall) shear rate [9] . To obtain the apparent shear stress Having known the volumetric flow rate of the melt, the apparent or Newtonian shear rate [1/s] can be determined. This correlation is described by Equation 2 [10] .
The apparent viscosity is then defined as η apparent = τ apparent /γ apparent [Pa·s] . However, the possession of apparent viscosity is not yet satisfactory. During the rheology measurements, the capillary entrance effects cause deviations from the ideally developed pressure profile. Due to the change in cross section from the larger diameter of the barrel to the small one of the die, Equation 1 yields a shear stress that is larger than that in the fully developed flow region of the die [9] [11] . According to Bagley`s approach, this effect can be eliminated by conducting the measurement with (at least) two dies having the same diameter but different L/D ratio [10] [11] . Using Equation 3 [10] , the true shear stress [Pa] based on Bagley`s approach can be obtained (where P c is the pressure correction referring to different shear rates).
In addition, polymer melts exhibit shear-thinning behaviour, hence the true shear rate is higher than the shear rate of Newtonian fluids [11] . To compensate this deviation, the Weissenberg-Rabinowitsch correction can be applied. Shown by Equation 4 [10] , the true shear rate [1/s] is calculated by multiplying the apparent shear rate by the slope of apparent shear rate and true shear stress.
Then, the true viscosity is obtained by η true = τ true /γ true [Pa·s] . As explained in Equation 5, both the apparent and true viscosities were data fitted separately into the Cross-(William-Landel-Ferry, WLF) viscosity model based on the minimisation of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) [12] between the fitted and measured data. ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
Where: y is the number of data points, m  and f  are the measured and fitted viscosity respectively.
In Equation 6 , the Cross-model [1] has the form of:
The correlation above is capable of treating the viscosity in both the Newtonian-plateau and shear-thinning behaviour of the melt. The zero shear-rate viscosity, η 0 [Pa·s] is predicted at γ~0 1/s. τ* [Pa] is the critical shearstress that is needed to transform the melt flow from the Newtonian to the shear-thinning or power-law behaviour; while n is the measure of degree of the shear-thinning behaviour [1] . To account for the change in temperature of the melt, a time-temperature shift factor formulated by WLF [1] is coupled with Equation 6 . The correlation in Equation 7 treats the zero shear-rate viscosity, η 0 as a function of
(the measurement details will be presented shortly) and corresponding T melt processing temperature [K] . Regarding data fitting, the parameters of n, τ*, D 1 and A 1 were varied.
After obtaining the Cross-WLF models coefficients of apparent and true viscosities, these were imported into Moldflow to be able to perform 3D non-isothermal numerical simulations using the Navier-Stokes solver based on the following governing Equations 8-12 [13] for mass, momentum and energy respectively (further information regarding the solver may be found in [1] ).
Momentum: 
Energy:
Where ρ is the density, u, v and w are velocity vectors, x, y and z are Cartesian coordinates, t is the time, g is the gravitational force, T is the temperature, C p is the heat capacity, k is the thermal conductivity. γ is the shear-rate, as defined by Equation 13 [13] :
With initial conditions, defined by Equation 14-15 [13] :
At mould wall:
At part centre-line: At mould wall in normal direction:
To ensure that computational discrepancies due to mesh were attenuated, a mesh convergence study using the injection pressure as a reference parameter was conducted to select the most suitable (3D tetrahedral unstructured) mesh to be employed in the study. As shown in Figure 2 , the convergence was reached at ~1055000 no. of elements, therefore this mesh was selected for numerical analyses. Regarding the thermal properties of the ABS grade, the onset of the T g was determined (T g ~ 106 °C) by a Perkin Elmer DSC apparatus in accordance with ISO 11357. The heat capacity was also measured in the solid and molten states in the range of 60-100 and 210-270 °C (with 10 °C increments in both states), respectively. By definition, the heat capacity is the heat energy required to raise the temperature of the material. It also expresses how much energy is stored in the material at a given temperature [1] . At this point it is worth mentioning the concept of no-flow temperature (NFT) that is used by Moldflow to capture the formation of the frozen layer. This parameter is used for simplifying the flow calculation and overcoming the lack of accuracy of the viscosity model in low-temperature regions (i.e. temperature close to solidification) [14] . This material property may be measured by conducting flow experiments and recording the temperature below which the material will cease flowing. For semi-crystalline grades, the NFT may be estimated to be 10-80 °C below the melting temperature. By restricting the discussion to amorphous materials, it can be valid that the NFT≥T g [12] . In one study [15] however, it was assumed that NFT=T g +30 °C.
In this work, to study the effect of NFT, a sensitivity analysis for injection pressure prediction based on NFT=T g , NFT=T g +15 °C and NFT=T g +30 °C was also performed. The α thermal diffusivity [m 2 /s] was measured by a Netzsch LFA 457 laser flash device in the solid state of the material at 60-, 80-, 100 °C as well as in the molten state at 220-, 240-, 260 °C. The thermal conductivity was calculated from the thermal diffusivity (α=k/ρC p ), based on the corresponding solid/molten state heat capacity and density (1021.35 kg/m 3 and 935.21 kg/m 3 respectively, obtained from Moldflow`s database [16] ). The justification for selecting exclusively the solid/molten state data was based on the assumption that within these two regimes the thermal properties do not vary significantly. Hence, it is believed that the utilisation of this two-level approach will allow one to have sufficient information regarding the effect of both thermal properties. The average values of heat capacity and thermal conductivity together with the standard deviations in round brackets are summarised in Table 2 (the thermal conductivity values for semi-crystalline grades compared to amorphous ones may be significantly different. Upon reaching the melting temperature, the crystalline phase dissolves, resulting in lower thermal conductivity in the molten state [17] ).
A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T [1] may be used to define thermal conductivity, which is a proportionality constant referring to how quickly the heat can be drawn from the melt.
Where: ΔQ is the heat flow across the cross-section area A, through thickness Δx (of the part) in time Δt. ΔT refers to the temperature difference between the hot (melt) and cold (mould) surfaces and k is the thermal conductivity. The heat capacity and thermal conductivity have important implications during heat transfer in injection moulding. Conduction out of the melt and shear heating caused by the shear-flow of the melt occur [1] . Using Equation 20 [18] , the overall heat transfer during filling/packing/cooling stages is governed by the transient 3D Poisson equation:
Where, t is the time, T is the temperature and x, y, z are Cartesian coordinates respectively. In this paper, three analyses will be presented. In the first one, the melt/mould temperatures and injection times were set in Moldflow identical to those that were set during the experimental work, as summarised in Table 1 . Since the material is molten during the filling stage, the heat capacity and thermal conductivity obtained in the molten state (Table 2 ) were adopted. Then, the experimental and numerically predicted injection pressure values were contrasted in light of apparent and true viscosities. In addition, the effect of different NFT values was also considered. The second analysis utilised the heat capacity and thermal conductivity obtained both in solid and molten states. These were combined into a systematic factorial matrix to explore their effects regarding injection pressure, clamp force (which is required to keep the mould halves closed during the injection cycle) and part temperature. By using the same factorial matrix as mentioned before, the third analysis investigated the effects of the aforementioned thermal properties on cooling time prediction. Last but not least, a mould design consideration, i.e. definition for gate dimensions will be presented to link the results to sustainable injection moulding.
Results and discussion

Effect of viscosity on injection pressure prediction
With respect to data fitting, the calculated Cross-WLF viscosity coefficients are presented in Table 3 . After performing the corrections according to Equation 3-4, it became clear that, τ apparent > τ true and γ apparent < γ true , therefore η apparent > η true . Also, the degree of shear-thinning behaviour n apparent > n true yielded that the critical shear-stress was τ* apparent < τ* true . 
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
For the sake of further explanation, the viscosity considered at 220 °C is illustrated in Figure 3 . References are given to η 0 , τ* and n as well as to apparent/true and fitted/measured viscosity data points (the measured viscosity spans the 50-10000 1/s shear rate regime).
Figure 3. Visual representation of the viscosity data with the key Cross-WLF model coefficients
By considering the NFT=T g approach, it was found that the apparent viscosity on average was 46% higher than the true viscosity. Similar findings were reported in literature (63%) [19] , however with differences being dependent on the power-law index.
The figures in Table 4 show that working with the apparent viscosity led to overestimations from experimentally obtained (measured) injection pressures. It is noticeable that the overestimation of pressure is attenuated by utilising the true viscosity for simulations. It can be claimed that more accurate injection pressure prediction can be achieved if the true viscosity is applied. Deviations however, are still present, although these become lower compared to the results if apparent viscosity is considered. The average overestimation of injection pressure was 15 % for the apparent viscosity and 7 % for the true viscosity, respectively. In some cases, larger deviations (~20-30 %) were identified. In one study [14] it was stated that the change of NFT did not appreciably affect the injection pressure. However, in this work under present conditions it was found that the pressure values obtained by true viscosity with NFT=T g , NFT=T g +15 °C (data not shown) and NFT=T g +30 °C were overestimated on average by 7%, 12% and 18% relative to the experimental data. It may be stated that the magnitude of pressure overestimation linearly increases with the rise in NFT. The overestimation of pressure with NFT=T g +30 °C is larger than the one calculated when apparent viscosity was used for computation. Since the solidification of the melt commences at an elevated (T g +30 °C) temperature, more frozen volume will develop, giving a rise in injection pressure. The computation with NFT=T g +30 °C is not favourable since it returns greatly overestimated injection pressures. Therefore, for all forthcoming analyses the true viscosity with NFT=T g was considered. Power-law index, n Critical shear stress, τ* 
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Effect of thermal properties on injection pressure, clamp force and part temperature
This computation utilised the solid/molten state heat capacity and thermal conductivity values combined into a two-level factorial matrix. To contrast the effects of thermal properties regarding numerically predicted injection pressure, the pressure value of 90 MPa obtained by experimentation at 220 °C melt-, 52 °C mould temperature and 1 s injection time (Table 4 ) was used as a reference parameter.
It is shown in Table 5 that variations among numerically predicted injection pressure and clamp force after the cavity filling were observed. The clamp force, exerted by the clamping unit, is required to keep the mould halves closed during the injection cycle which is in direct relationship with the injection pressure. In a simple approach, it may be estimated by multiplying the part`s projected area with the injection pressure (or cavity pressure, if available). To have a better understanding concerning the variations in computed injection pressure, the part temperature should be assessed. Those values were investigated at the strip gate/part junction area after the filling cycle as illustrated in Figure 4 (the outer surface of the part indicates the 52 °C mould temperature to which reference was given earlier). This is the position where the solid part is practically detached from the gating system after ejection and to which reference will be given shortly regarding cooling time prediction. It can be noticed that the part temperature increased in all four scenarios (relative to the pre-set 220 °C), with magnitudes depending on whether molten or solid state specific heat capacity was utilised. The rise in part temperature is a function of two important conditions and has direct implication towards pressure and consequently clamp force prediction. In a shear-driven flow, shear-heat is generated, which is the function of viscosity and shear rate [1] . The experimental and numerical analysis utilised a relatively fast 1 s injection time (~59 cm 3 /s flow rate) allowing shear-heat to be generated. The second condition is the specific heat capacity of the material. Lower heat capacity means that less energy is needed to give rise in the temperature. Consequently, for a fast injection rate, more shear-heat is generated. If the solid state heat capacity is utilised for numerical analysis, overestimated part temperature by ~12 % will be recorded in contrast to the temperature when molten state heat capacity is considered. Clearly, if the temperature is overestimated, the viscosity gets unrealistically reduced, resulting in lower injection pressure and clamp force. Hence, the use of solid state heat capacity for computation is not favourable, as it returns greatly underestimated pressures. Numerically, the differences are ~16 % underestimation for solid-, and ~14 % for molten state thermal conductivity.
If molten state heat capacity and solid state thermal conductivity are utilised for computation, only ~1 % underestimation of pressure was recorded. Similarly, ~1 % overestimation was computed if the molten state thermal conductivity would be used. This suggests that the thermal conductivity has a minor effect on the outcome of pressure calculation, provided molten state heat capacity is used. In this scenario, the predicted clamp forces are almost identical, as well as the part temperature values remained unchanged.
A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T It can be stated that the utilisation of molten state specific heat capacity generates the most realistic pressure prediction, irrespective of the levels of thermal conductivity (due to k solid ~ k melt ). In this scenario, a sensible amount of shear heat is generated; hence the viscosity and pressure are more reliably approximated.
To give a physical insight into what the pressure difference may represent in reality, two samples, one from the fully filled cavity and one from a shorted cavity (incomplete filling) were collected, both are depicted in Figure  5 . The complete cavity filling was achieved at 85 MPa injection pressure and the shorted one at 83 MPa respectively. Other experimental conditions include the melt temperature of 210 °C and injection time of 3 s. Figure 5 . A complete cavity filling (left) and a shorted cavity (right)
Effect of thermal properties on cooling time prediction
The melt may lose heat from the onset of the injection cycle by magnitudes depending on process conditions, however the largest amount of heat is removed during the cooling stage. It should be noted that there is a very complex relationship among part/mould design and processing related variables, hence the determination of true cooling time at which a part will solidify has been a great challenge. Since the cooling time is the longest time interval of the whole injection cycle [20] , the determination of how the thermal material properties influence this duration is of great importance towards attaining the best estimation. Besides the injection pressure, clamp force and part temperature as discussed earlier, numerical approximations for the cooling time -referring to the time required to reach a predefined, 93 °C ejection temperature [16] -were also extracted after the filling analyses were finished. As illustrated in Figure 6 , the numerical cooling time values were investigated at three different areas of the geometry, corresponding to the bottom of the (tapered) cylindrical runner, strip gate as well as at the strip gate/part junction areas.
A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T In Figure 6 one may notice a "hot-spot" on the contour plot. Since the largest cross-section is at the strip gate, the computed cooling time is the longest. In theory, for the calculation of cooling time the largest cross-section should be considered. However, this is often not the case in reality. The explanation is that the whole runner system need not to be as rigid as the part being de-moulded so the necessary cooling time may be adjusted to the maximum part thickness [21] .
For present geometry the maximum part thickness is represented at the strip gate/part junction, where the solid part is practically detached from the gating system after ejection. Hence, an analytical prediction for cooling time at the strip gate/part junction based on Equation 21 [22] was also adopted. This approach considers the cooling time to be the interval until the end of the injection stage when the centreline (half cross-section) of the part temperature at the maximum part thickness reaches the predefined ejection temperature. Where, t c is the cooling time, h is the local part thickness, α is the thermal diffusivity of the melt, T m -, T w and T e are the melt-, mould wall surface and ejection temperatures, respectively. The analytical estimation of cooling time at the aforementioned area with the 3.8 mm local thickness, 52 and 93 °C mould and ejection temperatures were utilised. The melt temperatures defined in Table 5 as well as a reference density (average of solid and molten state densities) of 978.28 kg/m 3 were adopted.
The cooling times obtained by numerical and analytical approaches are summarised in Table 6 . For convenience, the values for the cylindrical runner and strip gate are also included, however the assessment was based on the cooling times at the strip/gate junction. Relative to the experimentally set 30 s cooling time, shorter cooling times were predicted numerically by using the solid state heat capacity. Since the ability of the material to retain the heat in solid state is poorer, hence shorter cooling times were predicted by magnitudes depending on whether solid or molten state thermal conductivities were utilised. Solid state heat capacity coupled with solid and molten state thermal conductivity underestimated the cooling time by 38 % and 54 % respectively. Better approximations were achieved when the molten state heat capacity was adopted. When this was coupled with solid and molten state thermal conductivity a 38 % overestimation and 0 % deviation were predicted relative to the experimental cooling time. Also, the analytically obtained cooling times showed excellent agreement with the numerical data. However, the reliability of this approach in some cases may be limited. An important drawback is that, if only the initial melt temperature (220 °C) is available for calculation, it will not be able to take into account the of effect injection time and therefore shear-heating. In other words, better estimation can be expected provided accurate melt temperature is available at the cross-section under consideration. However, it should be noted that the most prevalent parameter is the part thickness, any increment in thickness will cause quadratic rise in cooling time.
It may be stated that the most reliable estimations for cooling time are obtained by numerical simulations. Since present analyses consider cavity filling and cooling time estimation, more comprehensive information is obtained regarding heat transfer occurring during the injection cycle.
The cooling time in reality may be longer than the ones predicted by both numerical and analytical approaches. Although perfect contact between the part and mould surfaces are assumed, air gaps-acting as heat insulatorsmight develop between the solidifying part and mould wall surfaces, increasing the duration of required cooling time [21] .
Importance of results in industrial application
The injection pressure, clamp force and cooling time obtained by simulations are of great importance for mould design and manufacturing considerations. With specific reference to pressure, this value can give an indication for geometrical constraints to be chosen for the gating system. As guidance for non-tapered cylindrical and strip gates, described by Equation 22-23 [23] , the injection pressure is in direct proportion with the viscosity, L flow length, Q melt volumetric flow rate and in inverse proportion with the R runner radius, strip w, h width and thickness respectively. Parameter n denotes the power-law index of the material. Since the apparent viscosity overestimated the injection pressure, this misleading information would lead the designer to reduce the injection pressure and associated pressure loss by increasing the diameter/thickness of the feed system. Even though the true viscosity provided a more reliable estimation for the pressure, if the calculation is coupled with solid state heat capacity (regardless of whether solid or molten state thermal conductivity is used), the pressure and therefore the clamp force will be underestimated. The combination of this misleading information used for subsequent mould and process design may result in having a narrowed processing window, termination of manufacturing and/or financial loss.
According to , increasing the dimension of the feed system may help to reduce the injection pressure and associated clamp force, however with specific reference to cooling time, increased gate radius/thickness increases the volume of the runner system, yielding longer cooling time, i.e. longer cycle time and more waste generated for cold runners [22] .
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
Not only the injection pressure and clamp force would be underestimated by using the solid state heat capacity but the cooling time as well, with differences being dependent on whether solid or molten state thermal conductivity is used. If underestimated cooling time is used for process design, sufficient part strength to retain the dimensional stability will not be accounted for and the part will deform upon ejection. On the other hand, if cooling time is estimated to be too long -and applied in reality -the part will be overcooled, leading to unnecessarily long cycle time and lower rate of productivity.
Conclusion
It has been shown that shear stress and rate corrections applied to the viscosity data have an impact on injection pressure prediction. When apparent viscosity was used for computation, the injection pressure was overestimated. For example, if the apparent viscosity was used, the definition for the radius of the runner system would be incorrectly interpreted. If the rheology measurements only permit the measurement of apparent viscosity, that may be used for quality assurance purposes and direct comparison of viscosity data. The most realistic prediction for injection pressure was obtained by using the true viscosity and molten state heat capacity, with thermal conductivity showing minor influence. Also, a sensitivity analysis to study the effect of NFT revealed that the adoptation of NFT=T g provided the most sensible estimation for injection pressure. The most accurate prediction for cooling time was attained when both molten state heat capacity and thermal conductivity were utilised. Since the heat capacity and thermal conductivity are both the function of temperature, better approximations may be achieved if more data points are available for numerical computation. If reliable material data are available for simulations, improvements towards sustainable manufacturing can be achieved, i.e. cost savings and waste reduction might be realised.
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